WEALTHY INVESTOR SERIES

THE INDUSTRY’S MOST COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS
OF WEALTHY INVESTORS.
As a financial provider, how do you uncover the
information you need to market to and service
these valuable clients?
Spectrem’s Wealthy Investor Series is your
resource for all the insights you need - from
advisor use and communication preferences to
portfolio allocations and personal concerns.
In-depth topics analyzed include:

• Evolving Investor Attitudes and Behaviors
• Communicating with Providers and Advisors:
Expectations vs. Reality
• Defining Financial Planning
• Portfolio Trends and Asset
Management Decisions
• Using Technology and Social Media in
Financial Decisions
• Parenting and Financial Issues

Wealthy Investor information
at your fingertips
•

Understand what products and services
your clients and prospects desire.

•

Profile target market clients more effectively
by understanding the segment more
completely.

•

Shorten cycle from prospect to client

•

Enhance relationships with wealthy clients

•

Increase revenue

•

Insights for client meetings and sales calls
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224.544.5353

info@spectrem.com

Spectrem’s Wealthy Investor Series includes
six Executive Reports distributed throughout
the year. These reports provide your firm with
actionable insights from our ongoing research
with wealthy investors, including strategic
recommendations for providers and advisors.

You will also be
invited to six
webinars explaining
the latest insights,
key findings and
what they mean for
your firm.

Topics analyzed in the Wealthy Investor Series
• Investing attitudes of investors - financial
outlook, wealth creation factors,
investment selection criteria

• Advisor satisfaction - overall satisfaction,
satisfaction with various communication tools,
communication preferences

• Retirement attitudes and concerns retirement portfolios, concern over
running out of money in retirement,
anticipated retirement assets, long-term
care insurance, retirement planning

• Risk tolerance and investment knowledge

• Personal and national concerns
• Advisor use - advisor types used, reasons
for firing an advisor, what makes you hire
an advisor
• Social media use - platforms utilized,
financial uses of social media, preferred
channels for communicating with advisors
• Asset allocation - portfolios
and the breakdown of
asset types, ownership of
trusts and wills, portfolio
objectives
• Services received and services
planning to seek from advisors
• Mobile technology use devices used for investment
research and market updates
• Perceptions of providers
• Human advisors vs.
robo advisors
• Household decision-making

• Video usage - types of videos watched on financial
websites, videos for gathering information
• Wealth transfer - when should advisor meet the
children, wealth transfer plans
• Advisor fees- understanding of fees, attitudes
surrounding advisor fees
• Future investment intentions
• Household expenditures

Personal Concerns

Spectrem’s Visual Analytics
The Wealthy Investor Series is presented via Spectrem’s Visual Analytics (SVA) - an interactive data
visualization tool that encompasses all of our research with over 40,000 investors with $100,000 to
$25 million in net worth. Users have the ability to quickly view and analyze data in multiple ways
allowing them to drill down and filter data by the segments that are most relevant to their firm.
Investor Demographics

Filters selected

Advisors will never go into another meeting unprepared again!
When your advisors prepare for a meeting with a prospect, they may initially know nothing more
than the age, gender and occupation fo the investor. To ensure a fruitful meeting, more information
is required.
With the Wealthy Investor Series and Spectrem’s Visual Analytics, advisors and providers can easily pull
information on various types of investors to gain an idea of what to expect. Subscribers to the Wealthy
Investor Series receive 100s of dashboards of information and data to filter and analyze based on what
is relevant for your firm. This includes the ability to access historical information for much of our data.

